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"The rich ruleth over the poor, and the borrower [is] servant to the
lender." - Proverbs 22:7: King James Bible
"...banking establishments are more dangerous than standing
armies..." - Thomas Jefferson, 1816 i
"Give me control of a nation's money supply, and I care not who
makes its laws." - Mayer Amschel Rothschild, (1743-1812) ii
On a recently passed Senate bill S.23, iii the 'Manager's Amendment' include
provisions, introduced by Senators Schumer (D-NY) and Kyl (R-AZ), designed to
exclusively benefit the 'financial industry' i.e. the 'mega-banks' and Wall Street and
place a huge burden on small innovators and businesses, as well as the public. iv
Banks Buy Another Patent Reform Amendment, by Patrick,
GameTimeIP.com, March 2, 2011;
http://gametimeip.com/2011/03/02/banks-buy-another-patent-reformamendment/; v
Senator Schumer actually calls patents a "plagu[e on] the financial sector."
This is similar to legislation introduced by Jeff Sessions (R-AL) two years ago, the
only purpose of which is protecting banks and Wall Street.
Lawmakers Move to Grant Banks Immunity Against Patent Lawsuit, By
Jeffrey H. Birnbaum, Washington Post, February 14, 2008;
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/article/2008/02/13/AR2008021303731.html;
It is bad enough that this S. 23 legislation was instigated by a few large
multinational corporations and our banking interests, vi and will hurt American
innovation, small inventors and small businesses generally. vii Why should

Congress carve out a special provision to ‘protect Wall Street and the mega-banks’
from the competition of innovative, new technologies which might “promote
progress” viii and help and protect the American public? Haven’t Wall Street and
the banks already done enough damage?
This is an outrage! Hasn't America been hurt enough already, with millions of
Americans losing their homes, losing their hard-earned savings, and being
unemployed?
Time and again, Congress has worked hand-in-glove in the fraud of big
multinational corporations, financial institutions and Wall Street in destroying our
hard-working ‘middle-class.’ Have we learned nothing in the past 30 years?
NAFTA sucking jobs out of America and having our pockets picked by the WTO;
deregulation and collapse of the savings and loan industry in the 80s; passage of
'inter-state banking' in the 90s which has allowed a mere handful of ‘mega-banks’
to drain $ trillions deposits from local communities' economies; ENRON; and finally,
the total meltdown of the world economy in 2008 because of our government's
complicity. Our legislators and regulators have precipitated, and participated in,
every single one of these financial disasters because they cater to an elite group of
‘special interests.’ ix
The one bright spot in our economy over the past 20 years has been in computer
and information technology, including particularly the Internet. The Internet is the
most significant development in disseminating information since the invention of
the printing press; and Mr. Schumer and Mr. Kyl want to inhibit innovation from the
financial sector.
Keep in mind that computer technology is just in its infancy. Things will be coming
down the road that no one has yet imagined! For those who don’t understand what
‘innovation’ is all about, think about where America might be if it hadn’t been for
Thomas Edison, Alexander Graham Bell, and the Wright Brothers.
There are 1000s of new, innovative "financial products or services" which will
shortly benefit the public, small businesses, and our economy. Many will, among
other things:
•
•
•

•

protect the American public from 'predatory lending;'
help consumers protect valuable financial information on-line;
help American consumers automatically budget their purchases in real time
while online or checking their bank balance so they don’t fall into
unmanageable debt;
instantly receive more competitive interest rates for credit cards and loans;

•

•

allow businesses to 'hedge' commodities for legitimate business purposes but
screen out commodity or currency speculators which cause disruptive price
swings and unnecessary economic uncertainty;
provide a way for the $2-3 trillion the Fed has pumped into the economy
over the past 2 years to actually get to the millions of consumers, small
community banks, and small businesses instead of staying in the pockets of
the Wall Street, 'mega-banks,' and the Fortune 500 CEOs?

These sorts of patents and technologies are guaranteed to raise the ire of the
'financial services' sector for obvious reasons.
Patents are already subjected to a literally-endless series of costly reexamination x
xi
and legal attacks which deters innovation and job growth; "...expensive and
lengthy interference proceedings that are often ineffective. Some have estimated
that the average cost of an interference proceeding is $600,000, which can present
a substantial barrier to smaller players…" [Emphasis supplied] xii And a series of
recent court decisions have made enforcement of patents more costly and difficult.
xiii
Yet, Congress adds more challenges, not less. The provisions of S.23 "America
Invents Act,” Sec. 18 are simply designed to subject small businesses and inventors
to yet another series of vexatious and costly attacks by companies with huge
financial resources; to wear them down and drain them until,...in many cases, they
finally give up.
More importantly, it is special legislation designed to give the ‘mega-banks’ and
Wall Street another special advantage to maintain their ‘strangle-hold’ on millions
of hard-working America.
Given the unlimited financial resources and power of the ‘mega-banks’ and Wall
Street, this provision will be a huge and unfair burden on small innovators and
small businesses and is an outrage!
Ask yourself, why do banks and Wall Street need added protection from innovation?
Isn’t the ‘playing field’ already tilted enough in their favor?
i
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S.23 "America Invents Act; Sec. 18. Transitional program for covered business-method patents;"
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In particular, Sec. 18 (d) carves out special rules to protect Wall Street and the ‘mega-banks’ from disruptive
innovation: “…the term ‘’covered business method patent’’ means a patent that claims a method or corresponding
apparatus for performing data processing operations utilized in the practice, administration, or management of a
financial product or service,…”

Patents are already subject to endless reexaminations and litigation and shortly to PGR. Yet ‘financial products and
services’ will be subject to even greater costs and delays. Given the huge financial resources of these large
financial institutions there is clear opportunity for greater abuse of the new Sec. 18. Transitional program for
covered business-method patents (The Schumer/Kyl Amendment). In particular, Sec. 18 (b) (1) (D) provides in
part: "...may not assert either in a civil action...that a claim in a patent is invalid on any ground that the petitioner
raised during a transitional proceeding that resulted in a final written decision." Among other issues, the language
omits: "or could have raised" which opens up the possibility of malicious, serial challenges against the small
innovator and small businesses. There is also the likely unnecessary but costly delay caused by 18 (c) (2):
"...party may take an immediate interlocutory appeal from a district court’s decision under paragraph (1)."
What this boils down to is allowing infringers an opportunity to tie up inventors in a virtually endless series of costly
challenges to any ‘financial product or service’ patents using a computer.
v
"Reading the definition of what a 'covered business method' is, it’s painstakingly obvious that the financial
industry has purchased another special carve out (reminiscent of the Sessions Amendment from several years
ago): ‘[T]he term 'covered business method patent' means a patent that claims a method or corresponding
apparatus for performing data processing operations utilized in the practice, administration, or management of a
financial product or service,…’" Banks Buy Another Patent Reform Amendment, by Patrick, GameTimeIP.com,
March 2, 2011; http://gametimeip.com/2011/03/02/banks-buy-another-patent-reformamendment/
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There have been a series of recent court cases which will make it more difficult and expensive for patent holder
to enforce and protect their ‘discoveries.’ "In the next decade...expect to see at least another two-fold increase in
patent litigation...as a result of the greater ease with which an accused infringer can now file suit for declaratory

judgment,...MedImmune Inc. v. Genentech Inc., 127 S. Ct. 764 (2007) ...an accused infringer may be more
willing to sue for declaratory judgment of invalidity in light of the Supreme Court's KSR International Co. v. Teleflex
Inc., 127 S. Ct. 1727 (2007), which may make it easier to prove obviousness, and in light of eBay (eBay Inc v.
MercExchange, 126 S. Ct. 1837), which makes it much more difficult...to obtain an injunction." Expect Twofold
Increase in Patent Litigation, By Todd R. Miller, EE Times, 09/24/2007; http://www.myesm.com/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=202100936;
In addition there is In re Seagate, 497 F. 3d 1360 (Fed. Cir. 2007) which will make ‘willful’ infringement more
difficult to prove.

